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  Application of Quality 

Savant LabelCyte Application 

LabelCyte is available for use within any Human 

Tissue and Organ organisation and follows the 

new regulatory requirements for Human Tissue 

product labelling.  This extremely useful         

application allows tissue facilities to wand     

information from non-compliant labels and     

produce fully compliant labels effortlessly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LabelCyte - Simplifying Regulatory Change 

LabelCyte allows users to create SEC (Single 

European Compliant) labels and automatic 

creation of unique ICCBBA and ISBT128       

compliant donation numbers. Along with the 

inbuilt ability to interface with both Zebra and 

Brady label printers, this application generates 

barcodes in either Linear, 2D (data matrix) or 

QR Barcode formats. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All actions are recorded in order to provide us-

ers with  a full audit trail. 

Features & Benefits 
 

�Create unique ICCBBA and ISBT128               

compatible donation numbers 

�FACT-JACIE and ISBT128 compliant labelling 

�Zebra or Brady labelling 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

�SEC compliant (Single European Code) 

�Linear,  2D (data matrix) and QR barcode           

labelling 

�Print multiple labels with donation number 

details 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

�Print Collection, Final and Bio- hazard product     

labels 

�Split pack labelling 

�Secure logins 

�Includes database access with no limits to 

storage 

�Automatic data backups 
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Software Solutions 

You can trust 

 

 

 

  Application of Quality 

Savant Ltd 
Established over 35 years ago, Savant are proud to be an employee-owned company who strive to comply with 

our business and ethical responsibilities.  With a wealth of experience in implementing technologies for a wide 

range of infrastructures from national data centres to smart phones, we will work with clients to deliver solutions 

that align with their company’s strategic and business plans.  Whether implementing package or developing be-

spoke solutions, we will support our clients at all stages of the process from the initial requirements and develop-

ment through to testing, training and ongoing UK based support.   

Examples from our project portfolio 

Li-LAC MB & Li-LAC MMC — Our human milk bank system will manage all aspects of human breast milk from    

donation, labelling, testing, production, tracking through to distribution. 

Mataco— Savant’s cloud-based Business Continuity software system to create and manage a comprehensive 

BCM plan - available for tablet, smart phone and desktop PC 

SSC—  The Savant Stock Control system (SSC) is a secure, cloud-based stock management service for clinical    

laboratories - covering: deliveries, stock issue, stock movements, quarantine, discards, stock reconciliation and 

stock reporting & ordering. 

Accreditations & Partnerships 

Savant are accredited with ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 27001:2013, this rigour combined with our user-centric        

approach helps us in understanding our customers’ software and hardware needs.  ISO 9001 demonstrates our    

commitment to providing the highest quality services to our customers, whilst ISO 27001 provides assurance 

about the quality and security of the way we work, as well as the steps we take to protect valuable business     

information. 


